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1 Introduction 
 

I feel Slovenia. My way.  

This slogan perfectly suits the image Slovenia shows to the outside world, promoting itself as 

an exclusive, boutique tourist destination. The old Slovene provers says “Dober glas seže v 

deveto slovensko vas” (literal translation: a good opinion reaches the 9th village) – which 

translates, more or less, as “Good news travels fast”. For several years until the end of 2019, 

Slovenia has seen exceptionally high growth in the number of foreign tourists, tourist 

revenues and number of overnight stays. Tourists value Slovenia for its superb natural beauty, 

unspoilt nature and excellent boutique range of experiences, both culinary and non-culinary. 

Above all, they feel safe and welcome.  

Well-being tourism in Slovenia is mostly understood as a type of tourism that includes 

tourism activities whose main purpose is to contribute to the physical, mental and cognitive 

health of visitors. The first association for well-being tourism supply in Slovenian context 

include wellness programs (various types of pampering, yoga and meditation, sports activities 

and fitness, beauty treatments, spiritual exercises, nutrition and detoxification programs, 

thalassotherapy, etc.) implemented by various institutions (spas, thermal centres, hotels and 

apartment complexes, festivals, cruise organizers). As it was previously proposed, in Slovenian 

contexts terms “wellness” and “well-being” are used interchangeably. Well-being tourism is 

therefore equalized with wellness tourism, which is definitely not the same, because Slovenia 

as a tourist destination offers other components which could be incorporated in future well-

being tourism development proposed by Smith and Diekmann (2017), such as: education, 

hedonism, environmentally-friendly experiences, rural environment and different types of 

agritourism activities as also city wellness (www.slovenia.info).   

 

 

2 Thoughts on Wellbeing Tourism 
 

In Slovenia, well-being is almost taken for granted because of the abundant beauty of nature. 

Even the slogan says: Green. Active. Healthy. It’s therefore difficult to put all thoughts about 

wellbeing on paper.  

Some publications start with food: Innovative range of yoghurts, first high-protein ice lollies 

and hemp-seed toast. Healthy and natural are the guiding principles behind the Slovenian 

food industry, which keeps a keen eye on food trends and offers consumers only the very 

best. We place great emphasis on locally produced ingredients of verified quality, but also on 

using new approaches to develop environment-friendly packaging. 

http://www.slovenia.info/
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Slovenia is also continuously engaged in introducing new developments in tourism, with 

guests opting in increasing numbers for comprehensive “well-being” products and services. 

Guests can take advantage of a relaxation park comprising the four basic elements that help 

to improve well-being, rejuvenate their senses at a spa, or set out to explore one of the most 

beautiful caves in the world. A visit to a high-mountain pasture, a unique example of cultural 

and architectural heritage, also makes for an unforgettable experience. And that can be done 

all in one day. 

The principle of “a healthy mind in a healthy body” is something common to all the activities 

and experiences described above. The vast diversity of ‘different worlds’ that Slovenia offers 

to a visitor is a huge strategic advantage when it comes to offering diverse destinations that 

a tourist can literally visit all in one day. Slove-nia is the only European country that connects 

the Alps, the Mediterranean, the Karst and the Pannonian Plain. Concentrating on the Eastern 

part of Slovenia we enter a region which awards the passing visitor with romantic mosaic of 

plains, sunkissed wine growing hills, rich historical heritage crisscrossed by thermal springs 

which contribute to health, relaxation, active holidays and people with exceptional hospitality 

that cook culinary delights with love.  

Typical for this part of Slovenia, speaking in sports terms, are numerous hiking paths and 

cycling trails that can be accessed year-round; in the summer around the water, in the winter 

and other seasons in the woods. 

 

 

Source: https://www.slovenia.info/sl 

Unique and authentic experiences that one can discover in Slovenia is something tourists 

won’t find anywhere else.  

 

  

https://www.slovenia.info/sl
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3 The regional context 
 

3.1 Slovenia as the land of health 
 

Healthy waters are the stories of Slovenian natural spas. Stories of beneficial thermal waters and other 

natural healing resources used for health and well-being in Slovenia for centuries. And of people that 

have always been inspired by them for healthy and good living. (Healthy waters; Slovene natural spas. 

https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/en/SSNZ_katalog_EN_f3a__pub.pdf ). 

When in Slovenia one mentions wellness, one thinks of Slovenian Spas. Water, climate and other 

natural healing resources are the core of the 14 certified Slovenian natural spas. In very diverse regions 

of Slovenia, natural resources, centuries-old traditions of treatment and the latest medical approaches 

are combined. Relaxation in attractive thermal pool complexes and top offers of pampering and 

activities for an integrated approach to the balance between body and mind are complemented with 

diverse activities in green nature. 

 

3.2 The wellbeing market 

 
Figure: Slovene Natural Spas  
 (https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/en/SSNZ_katalog_EN_f3a__pub.pdf)  

 

Slovenian tourism in 2020 was heavily affected by Covid epidemics.  This drop is nicely shown 

in the below two figures: -50% in arrivals and -41% in overnights. 

https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/en/SSNZ_katalog_EN_f3a__pub.pdf
https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/en/SSNZ_katalog_EN_f3a__pub.pdf
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Source: https://www.slovenia.info/en/business/research-and-analysis/tourism-in-numbers  

 

Since we believe in huge improvement once the Covid pandemics is over, the wellbeing 

situation will be reflected on numbers prior to March 2020 which show the real potential of 

the wellness and wellbeing market in Slovenia.  

The example of spring months 2019 (usually the beginning of the season that is an indication 

for the summer) shows that the Health&Spa regions comprise almost 20% of all tourist 

arrivals.  

https://www.slovenia.info/en/business/research-and-analysis/tourism-in-numbers
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Source: https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf  

 

The number of overnights, however, shows an even higher  percentage, meaning that guests 

spend on average more nights in health&spa establishments than in other accommodation 

facilities (other regions). 

 
Source: https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf  

 

The summer months show an equal share of Spa’s and coastal area, taking over 2/3 of the 

whole arrivals yet a small share off overnights. 

https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf
https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf
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Source: https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf  

 

Main foreign markets for Slovenia are the neighbouring countries Austria and Italy, followed 

by the Germans, Dutch, Serbian and Russian tourists.  

Slovene Natural Spa’s have a common approach to advertising, focusing on the following 

areas: 

1) HEALTH (we help you to be healthy): Top medical centres with the latest diagnostic 
and other equipment operate in certified spas, in which renowned specialists provide 
top diagnostics, treatment and rehabilitation. 

2) PREVENTION (power of nature for health and vitality): medical wellness programmes, 
comprehensive programmes for body and soul, massages, baths, weight loss 
programmes, anti-stress therapies, programmes for managers,…) 

3) THERMAL BREAK (active holidays for families and for everyone who enjoys relaxing 
holidays): numerous water parks, water fun and active lifestyle. 

4) SELFNESS (for a more balanced and fuller life): Quiet, unique locations and a relaxing 
natural environment, refined with the power of natural healing resources. Physical 
activities and relaxation. 

 

https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf
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Wellbeing events translate into destination adventures. Attached are a few examples in 

various wellbeing regions of Slovenia.  

DOBRNA THERMAL SPA ZREČE THERMANA LAŠKO 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
LENDAVA THERMAL SPA MORAVSKE TOPLICE TERME OLIMIA 

  

 
 

 

 
PTUJ THERMAL SPA 

RADENCI HEALTH RESORT ROGAŠKA 

Adventures 
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Source: https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf  

 

There are many more destinations, but since the focus is rather regional, only the North-

Eastern part of Slovenia was presented in the above list. 

 

3.3 Understanding barriers and enablers 

 

The main challenges identified for the sector are similar to ones in other countries: wages in 

hotels and catering far below the national average, high labour turnover, seasonality, etc. It 

seems that there is a higher appreciation of formal qualifications by employers in the sector. 

Skill requirements are personal and social skills, technological innovation, computer skills and 

information technologies and multiskilling (combination of skills from different 

qualifications). 

Two most important aspects are qualification and flexibility. Flexibility of workers in the sector 

is seen by employers as a personal quality rather than a skill to which training provision can 

contribute. Furthermore, the lower the qualification, the higher mobility is expected. The 

demands placed on employees in the tourism sector are the same as those expected from 

professionals. Yet, remuneration does not match that for professionals.  

Slovenia furthermore deals with a high number of seasonal workers in hospitality, coming 

from former Yugoslav republics with little if no knowledge of Slovene language. Hospitality 

and friendliness do not make up for the missing communication skills needed when 

addressing domestic guests. 

 

3.4 Relevant strategies and policies 
 

In the document “Strategy for the sustainable growth of Slovenian tourism for 2017-2021 

key emphases” adopted by the Government of the Republic of Slovenia, words wellness or 

well/being are used 10/times.  

In macro destination Mediterranean Slovenia HEALTH & WELL/BEING is proposed as a 

key product. This is “an all year/round product focusing on wellness, relaxation, 

selfness/mindfulness programmes and preventive therapies using natural therapeutic 

elements combined with the Mediterranean climate, speletherpy, etc.”.  

In macro destination Alpine Slovenia key product HOLIDAYS IN THE MOUNTINS includes 

wellness and relaxation beside all the other components, such as outdoor adventures and 

activities.  

https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/dokumenti/tvs/2019/tourism_in_numbers_2019.pdf
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In macro destination Thermal Pannonian Slovenia HEALTH & WELL/BEING is one of the 

key products and it includes “an all year/round product focusing on health, preventive 

therapies, wellness, relaxation, and thermal spa adventures for visitors of all ages”.  

Health & Well/Being is therefore identified as one of ten leading (primary) tourism product 

in proposed macro destinations. It is also identified as one of three the most important 

products in terms of their impact on revenues and image which needs promotional support, 

active product development and management on the national level. Key markets for the 

promotion of this product are primary tourists from Austria, Italy, Croatia and Russia, 

secondary tourists from Germany and tertiary tourists from the Netherlands, France and the 

Great Britain (www.gov.si). 

 

3.5 How regional development agencies support business startups 
 

In order to encourage the development of tourism products and services of small and 

medium-sized enterprises to penetrate the global market, the Ministry of Economic 

Development and Technology co-finances the promotion of the development and promotion 

of integrated tourism products (www.gov.si).   

In Slovenia, we are also focused on promoting the competitiveness of small and medium-

sized enterprises in the field of tourism by improving measures for the use of renewable 

energy sources and reducing the use of energy and substances. For this purpose, the Ministry 

of Economic Development and Technology co-finances projects for the introduction of 

material and energy efficiency measures or the use of renewable energy sources in micro, 

small and medium-sized enterprises in the field of tourism (https://www.gov.si/zbirke/javne-

objave/podpora-mikro-malim-in-srednje-velikim-podjetjem-s-podrocja-turizma-za-

povecanje-snovne-in-energetske-ucinkovitosti).  

With the aim of encouraging the innovation of companies with higher added value and a 

new knowledge-based investment cycle, small and medium-sized tourism companies can 

obtain a loan with a favorable interest rate and longer repayment terms. Within the program 

Financing of investments for sustainable growth of Slovenian tourism, offered by Slovenska 

izvozna in razvojna banka, d. d. - SID Bank, the company can obtain a loan worth up to 20 

million euros with a maturity of up to 30 years and a moratorium on repayment of principal 

up to 5 years. The company can use the loan to finance investment projects in the field of 

accommodation facilities, sports infrastructure, entertainment infrastructure, cultural 

infrastructure, cable cars, marinas or tourist resorts. The loan can be obtained by the 

company:who has at least 2 employees in the last financial year, operating for at least 2 

business years, whose investment is carried out in Slovenia and must be completed within 

five years after the approval of the loan and whose own participation in the investment is 

15% of the total costs (https://www.sid.si/mala-srednja-podjetja/financiranje-nalozb-za-

trajnostno-rast-slovenskega-turizma-turizem-1).  

 

http://www.gov.si/
http://www.gov.si/
https://www.gov.si/zbirke/javne-objave/podpora-mikro-malim-in-srednje-velikim-podjetjem-s-podrocja-turizma-za-povecanje-snovne-in-energetske-ucinkovitosti
https://www.gov.si/zbirke/javne-objave/podpora-mikro-malim-in-srednje-velikim-podjetjem-s-podrocja-turizma-za-povecanje-snovne-in-energetske-ucinkovitosti
https://www.gov.si/zbirke/javne-objave/podpora-mikro-malim-in-srednje-velikim-podjetjem-s-podrocja-turizma-za-povecanje-snovne-in-energetske-ucinkovitosti
https://www.sid.si/mala-srednja-podjetja/financiranje-nalozb-za-trajnostno-rast-slovenskega-turizma-turizem-1
https://www.sid.si/mala-srednja-podjetja/financiranje-nalozb-za-trajnostno-rast-slovenskega-turizma-turizem-1
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3.6 SWOT analysis 

 

Wellness offer in Slovenia is based mostly on services, provided in wellness and Spa 

centres and resorts.  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

Long tradition of Slovene natural Spa’s 

Staff with great knowledge and competences – 

especially in classical medicine 

Natural products and resources 

Competitiveness vs. other countries 

Wide variety of health – curative programmes 

importance of thermal healing methods 

Too strong emphasis on medical wellness 

and rehabilitation 

Huge heterogeneity of guests considering the 

reason of their stay. 

The same approach to addressing medical 

tourists and wellness tourists 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

Connect the classical medicine with 

complementary / integrative medicine 

Too strong emphasis on classical medicine 

(medical tourism) and no willingness to 

cooperate with integrative medicine 

 

 

 


